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1. I can't get a driving license because I'm not … to drive.
a) too old;
b) quite old;
c) old enough;
d) enough old.
2. Eat your fruit and vegetables! They will … you good.
a) bring;
b) get;
c) make;
d) do.
3. Fiona looks terribly … . You don't think she is ill, do you?
a) thin; b) slim; c) slight; d) light.
4. Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word.
Whatever candidates may think about examiners, they are not in fact …
monsters, dripping red ink instead of blood, but ordinary people who will do their
best to pass candidates as long as candidates follow certain basic rules of games.
a) insensible; b) unsensible; c) unsensitive; d) insensitive.
5. Choose the correct response.
My sister is coming over for dinner tonight. Why don't you join us?
a) I suppose so.
b) I'd love to, but I'm afraid I can't.
c) Sorry, I can't remember.
d) It's great for cooking meals quickly.
6. Complete the sentence with the correct verb.
We arrived in Sydney as dawn … .
a) started;
b) broke;
c) fell;
d) began.
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7. Which of the following options names the pictures in the correct order?

a) cone, acorn, poplar wool, coconut;
b) acorn, cone, coconut, poplar wool;
c) acorn, cone, poplar wool, coconut;
d) coconut, cone, poplar wool, acorn.
8. He is a fictional character created by a British author, known for a
proficiency with observation and logical reasoning that borders on the fantastic,
which he employs when investigating cases for a wide variety of clients. Do you
know his name?
a) Arthur Hastings; b) Sherlock Holmes;
c) Christopher Robin; d) Professor Moriarty.
9. In which city can you see all these sights?

a) Dubai; b) London; c) Las Vegas; d) New York.
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10. Which type of crime is described in the following sentence?
The armed man stormed into the bank and tried to steal a large amount of
money.
a) burglary;
b) arson;
c) robbery;
d) hijacking.
11. Read the extract from the famous fairy tale. Do you know which tale
this is?
One day when the princess was seventeen years of age, the king and queen left
her alone in the castle. She wandered about the palace and at last came to a little
room in the top of a tower. There an old womanso old and deaf that she had
never heard of the king's commandsat spinning. "What are you doing, good old
woman?" asked the princess. "I am spinning, my pretty child." "Ah," said the
princess. "How do you do it? Let me see if I can spin too."
a) Cinderella;
b) Snow White;
c) Sleeping Beauty;
d)Beauty and the Beast.
12. What does the idiom "It slipped my mind" mean?
a) something forgotten;
b) something broken;
c) something left behind;
d) something remained unchanged.
13. The highlighted idiom in the following sentence means "to shock or horrify
someone". Try to complete it.
The terrible story in the newspaper made my blood _________________________ .
a) go hot;
b) run cold;
c) walk cold;
d) run hot.
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14. She/he is one of the greatest Britons. She/he was an English poet,
playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English
language. She/he is often called England's national poet. His/her extant works
consist of approximately 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems, and
a few other verses, some of uncertain authorship. His/her plays have been
translated into every major living language and are performed more often than
those of any other playwright. What's his/her name?
a) Lord Byron;
b) Joan Rowling;
c) William Shakespeare;
d) Charles Dickens.
15. Which idiom is the best to complete the following sentence?
The explorers (not) _____________________, even when their food supplies ran out.
a) take one's hat off;
b) lose heart;
c) have butterflies in one's stomach;
d) take the bull by the horns.
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16. This place is a university town. Can you guess its name?

a) Oxford, England; b) Cambridge, England;
c) Oxford, Maine; d) Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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17. Slang is often used in English. What does the word "flashback" mean in the
following sentence?
Suddenly Fred had a wonderful flashback to his childhood.
a) a gift from his childhood friends;
b) a torch to make it clear;
c) a present from his parents;
d) a memory of the past.
18. Can you guess the meaning of the common English saying?
Choose the best answer.
Waking up on the wrong side of the bed
a) sleep well;
b) get up in a bad mood;
c) be annoyed in the morning;
d) go crazy.
19. This flag is one of the most recognizable in the world. It is one of only three
national flags to display a mythological creature. It is often said that it is one
of the oldest national flags in Europe although this is almost impossible to
verify. Which country or part of the counry does the flag belong to?

a) Wales;
b) Bhutan;
c) Tibet;
d) Scotland.
20. You may come across some curious words in the English language, for
example, "donkeyman". Can you guess its meaning?
a) a man working in a zoo;
b) a vet;
c) a man working in a ship's engine room;
d) a man working in a circus.
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21. Which of the following options names the pictures in the order they are given?
1)

2)

3)

4)

a) National Building Museum, White House, US Treasury Building, US Capitol;
b) US Treasury Building, White House, US Capitol, National Building Museum;
c) US Capitol, White House, National Building Museum, US Treasury Building;
d) National Building Museum, US Treasury Building, US Capitol, White House.
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22. All these people work in the information technology field. Match the
definitions of occupations with one of the following words. Not all of them will
have to be used.
1) Someone who designs and creates websites.
2) Someone who keeps data organized and accessible to people who need it.
3) Someone who ensures that daytoday operations work.
a) network administrator;
b) web developer;
c) computer systems manager;
d) database administrator;
e) software engineer.
a) 1c, 2e, 3d;
b) 1a, 2b, 3c ;
c) 1b, 2d, 3a;
d) 1e, 2a, 3b.
23. Find the word the following items are related to.
handgrips; chest expander; jump rope; stationary bicycle
a) track and field athletics;
b) weightlifting;
c) fitness equipment;
d) gymnastics.
24. This man was born in a big family and had 3 sisters and 5 brothers. He
performed his first public performance at the age of 5. Thriller is the best
selling album of all time. Two other bestselling records of the world of his also
include 'Bad' and 'Dangerous'. He is the mostawarded artist of all time. He
received 23 Guinness World Records, 40 Billboard Awards, 13 Grammys, and
26 American Music Awards. What's his name?
a) Stevie Wonder;
b) Frank Sinatra;
c) Michael Jackson;
d) Justin Timberlake.
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25. Are you good at geography? Which of these cities or towns are located in
Australia?
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

a) 2, 3, 5;
b) 1, 4, 5, 7;
c) 1, 3, 4, 6;
d) 4, 7.

1) Melbourne;
2) Auckland;
3) Wellington;
4) Canberra;
5) Newcastle;
6) Hamilton;
7) Sunshine Coast.
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26. Here are some important historical events in the US history. Put them in
the chronological order.
1. Declaring war on Germany.
2. Landing on the Moon.
3. Signing of Declaration of Independence.
4. Pearl Harbor Attack.
5. World Trade Center Twin Towers were destroyed.
6. Ratification of US Constitution and Bill of Rights.
a) 3, 6, 1, 4, 2, 5;
b) 6, 3, 2, 5, 1, 4;
c) 4, 6, 2, 1, 5, 3;
d) 1, 4, 6, 3, 2, 5.
27. What does the title of the article mean?

English pupils overtaken by
Kazakhs in maths rankings
a) English children have achieved higher scores in International Maths League
than pupils from Kazakhstan.
b) Kazakh teachers may take pride in their pupils.
c) Science is among favourite school subjects in England.
d) Kazakh children are always speeding!
28. When it comes time to celebrate the passing of another year, people around
the world often meet together and make a lot of noise in order to demonstrate
their good mood. Read about a tradition in one European country. Which
country is this? Any ideas?
Broken dishes in and near the doorway is a longstanding tradition — but there's
a catch. You can't gather up your own old dishes and smash them to bits. Your
friends and neighbours have to smash the dishes for you. This signifies that you
have a ton of friends.
a) Denmark; b) France; c) Spain; d) Great Britain.
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29. What does the encoded name refer to?
1, 2

1

1, 2

a) a theater in Cambridge;
b) a theater in London;
c) a theater in Oxford;
d) a theater in New York.
30. All these facts are about one US city. Can you guess which one? Choose
one picture to match the description!
It is named after a town in England?
It built America's first subway in 1897.
The very first chocolate factory in the USA was in this city.
The first American lighthouse was built in in this city.
a)

b)

c)

d)

